HESI Action Group webinar - SDG Publishers Compact

09.30 – 10.45 AM (EDT), 22 March 2023, virtual

Additional resources

1. **Presentation slides**
2. Contact: compactfellows@gmail.com
3. Follow the SDG Compact Fellows on LinkedIn
4. SDG Compact Fellows webpage
5. Top Action Tips for Graduate Researchers and Students — SDG Compact Fellows
6. Top Action Tips for Connecting Researchers and Practitioners - SDG Compact Fellows
7. Communicating implications - SDG Compact Fellows
8. Communicating with Professionals and Practitioners - SDG Compact Fellows
9. Communicating with Policymakers, Journalists and Public - SDG Compact Fellows
10. IPA's SDG Dashboard, for examples of how publishers are taking action
11. ICLEI
12. SDG Rubric for Improving Textbooks and Related Materials- SDG Compact Fellows
13. SDG Rubric Action List to increase SDG alignment
14. SDG Compact Fellows Upcoming Events
15. Sign up for the SDG Publishers Compact
16. Top Action Tips - SDG Compact Fellows
17. Join the Community and Mailing List
18. STM's SDGs Academic Publishers Forum
19. The International Sustainable Development Research Society (ISDRS) with ERP and Wiley
20. Altmetrics